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ABSTRACT 

This article deals to the problems of: (1) How Children Directed Language (CDL) conveyed 
by the hostof ABC (AksiBocahCilik) – a children program on television,can potentially 

lessen the lexical gap among hostherself and children involving as the audiences?; and 
(2) Why is there founda lexical gapof the children language? The practice of CDL as the 
data used in this article weregained from the record of the program. The analysis of lexical 
gap was held through the exploration conducted with the 5 years old respondent who 
was one of the children involving in the program (Ilham). This study uses two theoretical 
approaches focusing on CDL and lexical gap. It takes two main objects of study coming 
from the 67th episode of ABC on GlobalTV, consisting of the language spoken by the host 
and vocabulariescomprehended by Ilham. The sample was taken purposively based on 
the social factors, including age, family’s background and culture. It uses descriptive 
qualitative method. The data collecting was done througha content analysis. The result of 
this study shows that: (1) The host of ABC iscategorized adaptable in interacting with the 
children using exaggerated intonation patterns, using questions to attract their attention, 
repeating orders to draw their attention, greeting using a kinship call, praising them and 
using gesture to talk with them; and (2) There has been found lexical gap and 
disproportion of lexical configuration conveyed by Ilham, especially relating to foreign 

vocabularies. 
Keywords: CDL, lexical gap, lexical configuration, children programs on television. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, there are found many kinds of television programs in Indonesia 

specialized for children amusement. The involvement of the host bringing out the 

programs through their spoken language becomes the center of this study. The host 

adaptsin interacting with the children. This phenomenon elicits an idea regarding to 

linguistic and social dimensions. The linguistic dimension meant refers to the semantic 

field which covers the lexical forms used by the hosts, while the social dimension 

observed refers to the children themselves. 

Can children taking part as the audiences in such programs, understand well all 

the vocabularies conveyed by the hosts? [34] It is undeniable that the hostonly chooses 

simple vocabularies contextually appropriate for the children, to make them get what 

they mean and order to. In this case, the host definitely has to work hard to come into 

the children’s lexical field. Mooney and Betsy Evans (2011: 157) mentioned this as Child 

Directed Language (CDL). 

 
“It’s not difficult to see that the way people speak to children differs from the way 
they speak to older people. In many languages, talking differently to children is 
routine. We call the language that adults use only with children ‘Child Directed 

Language’ (CDL). The example is a transcript of a mother talking to her baby: 

Mother     Ann (3 month) 
Oh what a nice little smile! 
Yes, isn’t that nice?  
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There 
There’s a nice little smile   (burps) 
What a nice wind as well   
Yes that’s better isn’t it? 
Yes 
Yes      (vocalises)    
Yes 
That’s a nice noise” 

 (Mooney and Betsy Evans (2011:157)) 

 
CDL can be observed from how parents are used to calling their child’s name, 

paying attention to what their child means and speaks using more noun than pronoun. 

The program of AksiBocahCilik(ABC) showed on GlobalTV, Indonesia becomes the 

sample of how the host of the program as the adult portrayingan effort to lessen the 

children’s lexical gap [20]. This study placesthe host as the variable B and children as C, 

by the relation of what B has, might not exist in C, and vice versa. 

In the practice of CDL, the host must be able to find out, select and arrange the 

groups of vocabularies into sentences which stimulate the children to shape a sense 

toward[6][32][34]. She must agree to unite into the world of children. Therefore, what 

vocabularies they speak, must be semantically and contextually touch the way how the 

children think (Mooney and Betsy Evans, 2011: 225). The lexical field of children will 

potentially shape the configuration of meaning and becomes the linguistic dimension 

which can be supposed as a cleft where the host can begin the interaction with them. 

This linguistic dimension will prop up the way out to explore some information needed 

in this study, including: 

(1) How Children Directed Language (CDL) conveyed by the host of ABC 
(AksiBocahCilik) – a children program on television, can potentially lessen the 

lexical gap among hosts themselves and children involving as the audiences? 

(2) Why is there found a lexical gap of the children language? 

 
CHILDREN DIRECTED LANGUAGE (CDL) 

Children Directed Language (CDL) is also well-known as Children Directed Speech 

(CDS)[37]. It emphasizes that speech adjustments made by adults in interacting with 

children, is characterized by higher pitch, more repetition, simplified vocabulary, and 

exaggerated intonation patterns. 

It means as a communication strategy initiated by the adults to attract children 

in an active process. Therefore, it aims to teach the children how to speak using a 

particular language [22][29]. In order to afford that aim, some strategies can be applied, 

such as calling the children by their names, commanding them directly to draw their 

attention, using noun more intensively than pronoun in speech and repeating order 

directed to them. 

 
LEXICAL GAP 

It belongs in the semantic field. Lyons (1977: 301) stated it as the absence of a 

lexeme denoting an object which happens not exist in culture that a language operates. 

While, Lekrer (1974) argued that it belongs toa matrix gap in the relation of lexeme 

units, analyzed as semantic feature and presented in table or matrix. 

Lyons (1977) further explained a term of hyponymy in the semantic features. As 

an example, that the word color is positioned as the superordinate lexeme in the head 

of a lexical configuration, which is classified into red, green, yellow andblueas the 

units declined from the superordinate lexeme – hyponymy of color [20]. Figure 1 shows 

another example: 

  Duduk (sit) 
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Figure 1. Lexical Configuration of Duduk (Sit) 

 
The lexical configuration as depicted above iscomprehensibletothe speakers of 

Indonesian language, even if the interpretation might be various. Some speakers 

probably have no sense toward one of lexicons or matrix in the configuration. Shortly, 

their comprehension can be relatively different based on the lexicons they have got. The 

standard lexical configurations as the ideal guidance of a particular language islisted in 

thesaurus. It can be used to identify the phenomenon of a lexical gap found in the lexical 

configuration of a word. It exists because of different comprehension toward lexical 

configuration itself which is influenced by some factors, including age, family’s 

background and culture. 

Llah (2010) stated: 
“Lexical gaps are the consequence of a lexical problem. Lexical problems arise 
when the learnerhas a massage to communicate which contains some 
information he/sheis unable to code in terms of lexical items. It may be that the 
learner lacks the knowledge of the target lexical item, it does not exist in his/her 
lexicon because he/she has failed to learn the item, or because the concept is not 
lexicalized in the target language (TL), or he/she may be unable to retrieve that 
lexical item from memory since he/she may have temporarily lost access to that 
item.”[24] 

 
METHOD 

Approach 

This study uses grounded research approach by elucidating the theories based on 

the data gathered directly as the basis[36]. The data in this qualitative study are used to 

describe CDL phenomenon and lexical gap of the language used by the hosts of ABC on 

GlobalTV and children involving in the program. 

 
Data Source 

The record of 67th episode of AksiBocahCilik(ABC) program on Global TV taken 

from Youtubebecomes the first data source of this study.AksiBocahCilik(ABC) belongs to 

daily show for children from Monday up to Friday started at 15.00 up to 16.00 in 

GlobalTV Indonesia. Another data source is the language used by the respondent – 

Ilham. The sampling was taken purposively based on some criteriaappropriate to the 

aims of the study[36][45]. 

The criteria regarded in taking the data source consist of: 

(1) ABC program on GlobalTV 

a. The episode is randomly chosen – this study decides the 67th episode as the data 

source. 

b. It involves main host instead of co-host. 

(2) The sample of child involved as one of the audiences was purposively taken based 

on some social consideration consisting of: 

a. Age, which is considered based on the verse in regulation on broadcasting about 

the categorization of audiences.The measurement is different with the one 

Self-control 

(M)Bersan

dar  ( lean) 

bersila  

(cross-legged) 
bersemayam 

(reside) 

Bersimpuh 

(kneel) 

Berteduh 

(shelter) 
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considered based on the scope of Psychology[22]. This study takes the audience 

categorized as child. 

b. Education, which is considered whether the audiences involvedbelong as a 

school child. 

c. Family background, which is considered based on the economical properties, 

taxes, education and profession. 

 

The criteria above had been matched to one of the audiences with the personal 

identity as follows: 

Name     : Ilham 

Age     : 5 years old 

Education    : Kindergarten B 

Parent’s name    : Amin 

Parent’s profession   : Employee of a private company 

Parent’s education background : Bachelor degree 

The data used include the transcript in Indonesian language consisting of 

words, phrases, clauses and sentences uttered by the hosts and Ilham. 

 

Data Collecting 

It uses content analysis through “recording” and “transcript”. The recording of 

ABC wasdownloaded fromYoutube. While the following one was gained by focusing the 

language uttered by the hostwhich was then copied into a transcript arranged in a 

sequence of order. Besides, the language of the respondent also becomes the data 

collected by stimulating him using the replay of ABC program and some questions as 

the instruments. 

 
Data Analysis 

Qualitative data analysis is conducted by organizing, selecting, synthesizing, 

searching the pattern, finding out what should be learnt and deciding what to convey 

(Bogdan and Biklen, 1982). It aims to find out the pattern[22]. Generally, it is categorized 

asthe descriptive analysis of a phenomenon relating to the relation among participants 

and document analysis[22]. 

 
 

RESULT 

The result of this study has been related to the previous problem statements, 

which will be explained in detail below. 

1. How Children Directed Language (CDL) conveyed by the hosts of ABC 
(AksiBocahCilik) – a children program on television, can potentially lessen the lexical 

gap among hosts themselves and children involving as the audiences? 

 
This study shows that the host used CDL to communicate with the children. She 

used the appropriate vocabularies matched with them. The transcript had recorded 

approximately 350 words used, mostly belong as the vocabularies exclusively used by 

the children in the daily activities. She showed a remarkable effort to establish an 

interaction with the children. In the 67th episode of ABC, she wasobserved doing some 

activities to attract the children through her gestures by bowing, squatting and talking 

closely to them. 

Below are some vocabularies she used: 

/merangkak/ (/crawl/) as the verb means as [+ MOVE + ON THE HANDS AND 

KNEES AS THE STRUT]. It can be declined in its lexical configuration (based on 
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TesaurusAlfabetisBahasa Indonesia PusatBahasa, 2009: 471) and results some similar 

vocabularies as Figure 2 explains below: 

 
 

 

 

 
melincir(skim), meloso (slip), meluas (span), membiawak (scramble), memborat(skate), 

menggelasar (slide), menggelecek (skid), menggelongsor (glide), menggeluncur(slither), 

meniti (creep), menjalar (spread), menjerangkak (clamber), menjulur (slink), 

menular(spread), menyelar (squirm), merambak (writhe), merambat (snake), 

merangkang (scuttle), merata (scurry), merebak (accrue), meresap (skulk), 

merewak(scuttle), merewet(wiggle). 

 
Figure 2. Lexical Configuration of Merangkak(Crawl) 

 
There have been found many lexical configurations of /merangkak/ (/crawl/), in 

which every unit has the same meaning of [+ MOVE + ON THE HANDS AND KNEES AS 

THE STRUT]. However, some of them have not been comprehended wholly by the 

speakers of Indonesian language. It is shortly stated that they have not comprehended 

a complete lexical field and lexical configuration, as explained in 

TesaurusAlfabetisBahasa Indonesia PusatBahasa[14]. This state encouraged the host to 

communicate using only general vocabularies in the degree of lexical configuration. The 

transcript recorded that she used approximately 70% vocabularies understood well by 

the children involving in ABC program. 

Some of the vocabularies regarded which she used are: 

AksiBocahCilik,kakak(big brother/sister, tante (aunty), ayah (father), bunda 

(mother), mama(mama), papa(papa),mami (mommy), papi(daddy), berjalan(walk), 

memegang(hold), melempar(throw), memasukkan(insert), mengambil(take), 

memindahkan(replace), menyanyi(sing), memukul(hit), mengucapkan(say), 

menirukan(imitate), menangis(cry), melihat(see), bergaya(show), jongkok(squat), 

duduk(sit), memakai(wear), ciumtangan(kiss hand), lupa(forget), siap(ready), sudah(well 

done), oke(okay), etc. 

Most of all the vocabularies have the lexical configuration in thesaurus. However 

what she comprehended as her treasury of lexical configuration, might not had been 

comprehended the same by the children. It proves that the more stimuli a person can 

get, the more comprehension of lexical configuration he has. 

 
(2) Why is there found a lexical gap of the children language – relating to lexical field, 
lexical configuration and lexical unit? 

Ilham – the respondent had shown that he had a lexical gap. When he was asked 

to retell the 67th episode of ABC, he could convey almost similar vocabularies as the 

host had told, however, there were found some which were not matched with. Evenmore, 

he did not understand the meaning contained of those deriving from foreign language, 

such asfashion show, baby sitter, stick golf, drum. 

The lexical gap observed from him was in the time when he made the same sense 

of /drum/ same and /drum band/. The reasons of this phenomenon could come from 

some factors, including age, family’s background and culture (see: Lyons, 1977). 

Therefore there was found a disproportion of lexical configuration among the 

vocabularies conveyed by the host and him. 

Nevertheless, he had got a good concept of noun, verb, adjective and number. He 

was able to mention the specific numbers and quantifiers such as /satu/ (/one/), 

/dua/(/two/), /tiga/(/three/), /empat/ (/four/), /kedua/(/second/), /ketiga/(/third/), 

/sedikit/ (/a little/), /banyak/(/many/), etc. He has also understood some terms for 

merangkak(crawl) 
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colors, such as /hijau/ (/green/), /putih/ (/white/), /biru/(/blue/), /coklat/(/brown/), 

etc. He had got on his mind some verbs such as /menyanyi/(/sing/), /memasukkan/ 

(/insert/), /mengambil/(/take/), /merangkak/(/crawl/), etc. Besides, this study has 

revealed a specific clause used by the host which is considered hard to receive by a 5 

years old child such as /memasukkanbentuk-bentukgeometri/ (/inserting geometrical 

shapes/). 

 
 

No Nouns Verbs Numbers Colors 

1. 
Prize 
‘Hadiah’ 

Sing 
‘Menyanyi’ 

One 
‘Satu’ 

Green 
‘Hijau’ 

2. 
Money 
‘Uang’ 

Insert 
‘Memasukkan’ 

Two 
‘Dua’ 

Blue 
‘Biru’ 

3. 
Certificate 
‘Piagam’ 

Take 
‘Mengambil’ 

First 
‘ Pertama’ 

White 
‘Putih’ 

4. 
Kid 
‘Bocah’ 

Crawl 
‘Merangkak’ 

Second 
‘Kedua’ 

Brown 
‘Coklat’ 

5. etc. etc. etc. etc. 

 
Table  1. Ilham’s Vocabularies 

 
 

DISCUSSION 

1. The characterizations of CDL applied by the host of ABS program are mentioned 

below: 

a. Using exaggerated intonation patterns to speak with the children. She used this 
strategy to greet them in order to adapt in the way how they are used to 

communicating. 

 

b. Questioning their hobbies, daily activities, achievements and future goals. She also 

enticed them to retell what they convey to another audiences briefly.Below are the 

examples of questions which she conveyed: 
- Ami, sebenarnya cita-citanya ingin menjadi apa? ‘Ami, what is your goal?’ 

- Carito mau ngapain dating ke sini? ‘Carito, what are you going to do here?’ 

- Dari umur berapa kamu bias main drum? ‘since when did you play drum?’ 

- Carito, bisa lagu apalagi, selain itu? ‘Carito, can you sing another song?, 

- Adik, ke sini mau ngapain? ‘Sweety, what are you doing here?’ 

 

c. Repeating orders to draw their attention. Below are the examples of the orders 
which she repeated: 

- Fahira, silakandimasukinitu! ‘Fahira, insert it!’ 

- Cepetan! Cepetan! ‘Hurry up! Hurry up!’ 

- Satulagi! Satulagi! ‘One more! One more!’ 

- Taruh! Taruh! ‘Put! Put!’ 

- Ambilsemua! Ambilsemua! ‘Take them all! Take them all!’ 

- Cari papa!Cari papa! ‘Find papa! Find papa!’ 

- Ambiltuh! Pialanyatuh! ‘Take it! Take the trophy!’ 

 
d. Greeting using a kinship call repeatedly, such as kakak(big bro/sissy), adik(little 

bro/sissy), bunda(mother), ayah (father), mama (mama), papa (papa). Besides, she 

some time used a combination of those kinship calls followed by the audiences’ 

names. This aims to show respect and establish a close atmosphere. Below are the 

examples of the greetings used: 
- Adik Kinan  ‘Kinan’ 
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- Mama Ria ‘Mama Ria’ 
- Mama Mega ‘ Mama Mega’ 
- Kakak Carito ‘Bro Carito’ 
- Kevin ayo Kevin! ‘Kevin, come on, Kevin!’ 
- Kinan   ‘Kinan’ 
- Ajay sayang! ‘Ajay, sweety!’ 

 

e. Praising them to show an impression, especially toward their achievements. Below 

are the examples of how she praised them simply: 
- Hebat! ‘Great!’ 
- Ganteng! ‘Charming!’ 
- Pinter! ‘Incredible!’ 
- Keberaniannya luar biasa!  ‘Awesome!’ 
- Oke banget! ‘Okay, very good!’ 

- Kerenbanget! ‘Amazing!’ 
- Jagobanget! ‘You’re the best!’ 
- Kombinasinyabagusya? ‘You did it!’ 
- Kecil-kecilbisadapethadiah? ‘You won!’ 
- Lucubanget! ‘Very funny!’ 
- Bener! ‘Right!’ 
- Lucudeh, kamu! ‘You’re so funny!’ 

 

f. Using gestures to talk with them. She often came close to the children she was 

speaking with by squatting or bowing her limb. She followed their funny gestures 

of how they played, sat, ran, clapped hands, touched head and took in tow, that if 

she were a child as well, thus, she was able to be communicative. 

 
Those things show that the host did a good effort in interacting with the children. 

She contributed well in teaching them vocabularies of Indonesian language effectively 

using CDL, thus the children could have a sense that this way was interactive for them. 

 
2. The disproportion of lexical comprehension among the speakers of a language can 

cause a lexical gap.  

The lexical gap is the impact of the various and different needs of communication 

for every individual. It appears when a learner cannot decode the information to convey 

using various forms of lexical configuration since the lack of knowledge, for instance, 

what the host of ABC meant might not be understood yet by the children. The knowledge 

itself depends on some factors including the learner’s background, culture and 

education. Simply, the knowledge a learner has, influences his communicative speech 

toward the lexical configuration [18] [29].  

In this study, Ilham – the respondent, only underwent a little lexical gap compared 

to the total lexical configuration he has comprehended. He could not accomplish the 

test relating to his lexical comprehension perfectly – the interview and retelling of the 

67th episode of ABC. 

 
CONCLUSSION 

CDL is as an important process to support the linguistic comprehension of a child. 

This can be applied by adults everywhere to introduce language to the children, for 

instance, parents at home, teacher at school and hosts of children programs on 

televisions. 

This study concludes that: (1) The host of ABC is categorized adaptable toward 

the children language by applying some techniques, including using exaggerated 

intonation patterns, using questions to attract their attention, repeating orders to draw 

their attention, greeting using a kinship call, praising them and using gesture to talk 
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with them; and (2) There has been found lexical gap and disproportion of lexical 

configuration conveyed by Ilham, especially relating to foreign vocabularies. 
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